See Below.
Notice of intent to fly at or near Airport for UAS Operators

This document is an example of information to be submitted by the UAS operator to the Airport of interest. Please complete the following information on this form and submit for review to the airport of interest:

Check one:  ☐ Individual  ☐ Company  ☐ Agency

Applicant name and address below

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Phone________________________ Email __________________________

UAS Operator's/PIC Information:

Name________________________ Insurance Information __________________________

FAA UAS License #:___________________ FAA COA Permit #: ________________________

Type of Request (Check one):

☐ Hobbyist  ☐ Commercial  ☐ Academic  ☐ Government  ☐ Military

UAS Make & Model __________________________

UAS Weight________________________ UAS registration no. __________________________

Flight Dates________________________ Flight Times __________________________

Flight Location(s) (Give Coordinates, Altitude & Distance and Bearing Relative to Airport)

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Airport Office Use:
References:

Click here to enter Policy references, if any.

History:

updated logo: 01/25/19;
new form: 11/07/17